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Abstract 
The purpose of the present study was to examine if contextual effect remained robust after more than 2400 trials in learning three 
table tennis services. Participants (n=38) performed three table tennis services tasks in blocked and random practice schedule. 
After completing 10 acquisition session participants were required to perform retention tests. The results showed that in 
acquisition, the blocked (low CI) group outperformed the random group (high CI) that is has contingency with CI effect, but in 
retention the random group was not better in the random retention and it was worse in the blocked retention. It is concluded that 
CI may be just beneficial in learning tasks that must be performed in random order in the retention and when there is some 
limitation in the number of acquisition trials. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of WCES 2014. 
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1.  Introduction 
A plenty of factors could be manipulated to enhance motor learning, e.g. feedback, included schedule of practice. 
Interestingly, it seems that randomizing trials that apparently deteriorate performance, could enhance learning, on 
the other hand, doing trials in blocked order can lead to better performance and worse learning (for review see Brady 
1998). Since the first time that Shea and Morgan (1979) first showed this phenomenon in Motor Learning and 
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termed it contextual interference† (CI), a great number of studies were conducted to uncover the factors that affect 
CI, for instance: skill level of learner, age of learner, number of practice trials, tasks with different GMP vs. 
parameter, and laboratory vs. field tasks. 
Although most of the studies in this domain have supported this general trend, some criticism are exist either. For 
instance Russell and Newell (2007) mentioned that CI might just be beneficial for first trials in retention and more 
recently, the first author conducted an experiment that has paradoxical findings (available at 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258961904_New_Look_to_Contextual_Interference?ev=prf_pub). Here 
we are going to retest that finding and examine if the blocked group outstand the random if the first stage of learning 
is passed. 
   
2.  Participants 
 
     38 undergraduate students aged 20 to 23 with an average of 22, were randomly assigned to one of the two 
groups. To complete the acquisition trials enthusiastically, the best three ones were encouraged financially. All of 
them were right-handed and had no experience in table tennis. 
 
3. Procedure 
 
    After a brief explanation on how to throw in each task, participants had 6 trials to get the gist of tasks (2 trials in 
each service). Then a pretest with 10 services to each target was conducted. Each session consisted of 210 trials; all 
in all, in 12 sessions each participant performed 2520 acquisition trials. The blocked group performed the task A in 
the first 4 sessions, the task B in the second 4 sessions, and the task C in the next 4 sessions. The participants in the 
random group performed all the sessions in a random order of trials. 1 week after last session, all the participants 
performed a 21-trial block (7 trials in each target) of retention test, both in a blocked and a random order. 
 
4.  Data Analysis 
 
According to Hancock et al., (1995), Mean Radial Error (MRE) and Bivariate Variable Error (BVE) were 
calculated as: 
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5.  Results 
 
MRE and BVE were calculated for all the acquisition sessions, the delay retention test, and the pretest. All 
statistical operations were performed by IBM SPSS 19 software. All the significant effects were reported at p<.05. 
 
A. Pretest 
 
The blocked and random groups were compared using T-Test in both MRE and BVE in the pretest. Because there 
was no significant difference between groups (both in MRE and BVE), the pretest was not used as a covariate 
during other statistical comparisons.  
 
 
 
† : B attig (1966) already fined this phenomenon in verbal learning, and this term came from there.  
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B. Acquisition 
 
Accuracy was analyzed with a Practice condition (blocked and random) × Sessions (12 sessions) analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with repeated measure on the last factor. In both measures of accuracy (MRE and BVE) the 
analysis revealed a main effect of practice condition, F(1,407)=11.356, p=.000, and F(1,407)=10.219, p=.000 for 
MRE and BVE respectively, with the Blocked group had a higher accuracy than the random group. 
 
C. Retention 
 
To compare groups in the retention tests that each group performed it in Blocked and Random order, MANOVA 
was used and revealed that in blocked-retention tests, two groups differed significantly at the 5% level: F(1,35)= 
8.316, p=.017  for MRE and F(2,35)=8.764, p=.001 for BVE. in random-retention tests, differences between groups 
in MRE  and BVE was also significant: F(1,35)=6.248, p=.039 for MRE, and F(1,35)=5.442, p=.038. Interestingly, 
the blocked group was better in both blocked and random retention tests. 
 
6. Discussion 
 
The primary aim of the present experiment was to retest Feghhi’s (2013) findings that showed CI might be more 
beneficial in early stages of learning. Shea et al. (1990) considered the stages of learning as well, but they focused 
on GMP and parameter modification effect in early and late stages of learning. Although CI may affect learning 
differently in different stages of learning, most of the research that was conducted in this domain just assessed the CI 
effect in early stages of learning, because participants in these researches usually performed less than 200 
acquisition trials. This issue could be more important in field studies, because they require tasks that have more 
degree of freedom, are harder to learn, and need more acquisition trials to learn, compared to laboratory base 
studies. In the present study more acquisition trials were performed to assure that learners pass early stages of 
learning that is more cognitive (see motor learning theories like Fits & Posner, 1967; Gentile, 1972,1987,2000). 
Interestingly, this study replicates Feghhi’s (2013) findings that made these suggestions more powerful: 
1. High CI is beneficial in early stage of learning. 
2. High CI is beneficial when retention test is in random order. 
3. High CI is beneficial when tasks are not functionally very difficult. 
4. High CI is more beneficial for open tasks. 
5. High CI is more beneficial when to be learned tasks are more cognitive. 
Although these findings are paradoxical, it seems that some evidences are already exist that blocked training is more 
helpful when learners passed the early stage of learning: 1. CI effect is more robust in other learning domains (e.g., 
verbal learning). It shows that cognitive role of CI may be more important than motor role; 2. CI is less useful for 
children than adults that have more cognitive capacity; 3. In laboratory studies that tasks are more dependent on 
cognition than field studies, CI effect were shown more frequently; 4. Some studies (e.g. Gabriele et al. 1989) have 
also shown that physical practice is not necessary for beneficial interference to occur; and finally 5. Some evidence 
in real world, for instance basketball players that performed free throws in blocked order in all their sessions, 
illustrated that players are better in skills that they practice in blocked order in their sessions. 
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